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by Paul Brown

Way back in January, “For a Mature Audience Only”, written by Alan LeBoeuf was our first ever
production. It was also the world première of the play. A lot of work went into the performance and it
was an artistic and commercial success. A brilliant start for the new Confederation Theatre Society!
Judging by the laughter, the audiences certainly enjoyed the experience. Some excellent performances
from the Director and his acting cast and crew. Now our challenge is to meet (or beat) the high
standard that we set for ourselves. But we believe that we can and will maintain the already high level
of the work we produced.
Our first play was written by an Albertan, as is our next production, “Happy Death Day”, which was
written by Louis B. Hobson. This murder mystery is a wonderful piece of theatre, and we already know
it will be a hit. The following Spring, we will perform another comedy by which he threatens will be
even funnier than “For a Mature Audience Only”.
On the next few pages, you will see detailed information about our next productions, some photographs
from our first show, and some hilarious (well, we thought so!) quotes.

Our next production.
Our next production will be “Happy Death Day” by local theatre critic and playwright, Louis B.
Hobson. This is an exciting murder mystery. Be prepared to be entertained! The play will be performed
at The Pumphouse Theatres’ small venue, the Joyce Theatre.
Performance dates are as follows:




Friday, September 9th 2016
Saturday, September 10th 2016
Wednesday, September 14th 2016
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Thursday, September 15th 2016
Friday, September 16th 2106
Saturday, September 17th 2016



There will be matinées on each Saturday. Evening shows start at 7:30 p.m. and Saturday
matinées start at 2:30 p.m.

For tickets:

email – ctstickets@yahoo.ca
Tel – (587) 577-3669

Photographs from “For a Mature Audience Only”

The cast and crew of “For a Mature Audience Only”
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Bill McCarthy, Linda Hughes, Bill Ouellet, Terry Ager,
Shea Christie and Jane Tetley.

Donnie Blessed (Michael Armstrong). Giles
Broughton (Ian Bamford) and Rev. Dick Philpott (Bill
McCarthy)

Bill McCarthy & Arthur Zrill

Bill McCarthy & Gino Savoia

Jennifer MacLean, Michael Armstrong, Gino Savoia
& Bill McCarthy

Bll McCarthy with Jeremy MacKenzie
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The Bishop, the Vicar and Doreen Smith. (Jeremy MacKenzie, Bill McCarty and Linda Hughes)

A couple of one-liners:


Today a man knocked on my door and asked for a small donation towards the local swimming pool. I
gave him a glass of water.



A recent study has found that women who carry a little extra weight live longer than the men who
mention it.



When wearing a bikini, women reveal 90 % of their body; men are so polite they only look at the
covered parts.



Moses was leading his people through the desert for 40 years. It seems that even in Biblical times,
men avoided asking the way.
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Future plays.

By popular demand, we are planning another comedy by Alan LeBoeuf. This one is called “French

Kiss Off” and will be performed in February/March 2017.

Mark the dates on your calendars!

A radio play is in the process of being written about Ernest Shackleton. This is the story of one of the
great heroic adventures of the 20th century. In 1914, Shackleton set out from London on his way to the
frozen Antarctic. The plan was to trek across the continent, a journey of 1,800 miles. Unfortunately, the
ship became stuck in the ice and the crew were forced to abandon ship and start a long on-land journey
for survival. This radio play will be accompanied by sound effects. Paul Brown (yours, truly!) is busily
completing his research for this engrossing historic tale. So set aside time in September 2017 for this
innovative theatrical delight.

We have been requested by the Montgomery Seniors to perform for them at their lunchtime social in
May. We have agreed, written a programme of hilarious skits and some serious mini-dramas, all of
which take about 45 minutes, and will entertain the seniors. We will be offering this service to other
seniors groups. If your seniors group is interested in hosting a performance, please contact us. You can
call Paul Brown at 403- ..........

A few more one liners:



Just read that 4,153,237 people got married last year. Hmmmmm... not to cause any trouble, but
shouldn't that be an even number?



My friend recently got crushed by a pile of books, but he’s only got his shelf to blame.



I used to think the brain was the most important organ. Then I thought, look what’s telling me that.



If it's true that we are here to help others, then what exactly are the others here for?

Enjoy the summer, and we look forward
to seeing you at our Fall, 2016 production!
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